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The Royal Society of Biology Research Dissemination 
Committee 
Research Communication Newsletter  

September 2019 

Dear readers, September finds our monthly Research Communication Newsletter back 
from a summer break. To welcome the Autumn, a bumper edition awaits you below.  

Spotlight on open access 

Get up to speed with Open Research and Plan S 

Report and Toolkit to Support Learned Society Publishers Transition to Immediate 
Open Access 

Independent report and transformative agreement toolkit launched to support 
Learned Society publishers transition to immediate Open Access and align with 
Plan S 

New deals could help scientific societies survive open access 

Politicians and R&D funders ‘finally pushing in same direction’ on science 
publishing 

Fitting the mould – What the European Commission’s second tender for an Open 
Research Publishing Platform tells us about the future of scholarly 
communication 

Open access to teaching material – how far have we come? 

Open science is essential for medical research, says ABPI 

Publication policy and debate 

Guest Post — A Case for Universal and Simplified Journal Systems 

Journal Indexing: Core standards and why they matter 
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Thinking about the Art and Science of Image Description: An Interview with 
textBOX Founders 

New journal to publish ‘negative’ results and reproducibility disputes 

Will Libraries Help Publishers Prop Up the Value of the Big Deal? 

The hidden cost of having a eureka moment, but not being able to put it in your 
own words 

Guest Post — Equity is Possible: Forging Paths toward Equity and Anti-Racism in 
Scholarly Publishing 

Journal’s plan to review preprints aims to kill ‘desk rejects’ 

International publishing 

AmeliCA before Plan S – The Latin American Initiative to develop a cooperative, 
non-commercial, academic led, system of scholarly communication  

Publication ethics 

Elsevier investigates hundreds of peer reviewers for manipulating citations 
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